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Black clover vetto

Editing comments Share Vetto (保) is a rogue wizard who serves the Third Eye of the White Night Eye. Powers and abilities: Tier: Low T-2 Name: Veto Source: Black Clover Group: Third Eye of the White Night Eye. Rating: Man, Age Wizard: Probably in his 30s. Powers and abilities: Super strength, speed, flexibility, endurance, can be
transformed by increasing your strength, can also become stronger with your spells. Destructive potential: At least, Block+ (His power was told to surpass the Pits) | Village (With its ultimate magic will destroy the entire temple of the sea) Range: short speed: FTL | FTL resistance: Construction+, probably much higher. | Village via
Powerscall Call Strike Force: ' Block Class | Village Physical Strength: Endurance Class: Extremely high intelligence: Genius in battle. Keys: base | Demon Remarkable Abilities Mode: Beast Magic: Vetto uses this form of magic to generate a beast-shaped aura around your body that increases your physical abilities. When he uses such
magic, he overcomes Liht's own power. Rhino Armor: Creates a rhino aura around which you can stop powerful attacks. Bear's Claw: This aura increases its speed and strength at the same time. Cheetah Charge: This aura increases your speed to extreme levels. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise
specified. The Labyrinth of the Underwater Temple of Asta, Vanessa Enoteca and Finral Rulaka are the winner ← AnteriorNoelle Silva vs. Veto → Sukehiro vs. Ve, Vanessa Enoteca and Finral Rulafis vs. Veto is a battle that takes place in the labyrinth in the temple underwater. You prefer Finral looking at Veto behind the wall and thinking
how strong a Veto is and wants to get out. [1] Noel asked how Asta could stand up, and Asta told her that Cahono had healed him. Asta also says they will defeat Veto and strengthen Kiato and Cahono since Veto was able to rebuild his hand. Asta turns around and pats her on the head as she says how incredible she is and that the
attack brought him back to fight. Finral wonders what Asta thinks, and Veto calls Asta pathetic for trying to keep fighting. Asta replied that Veto could not say what he wanted, and Finral felt Veto had the power to do what he said. Asta says he's not giving up on his weakness, but his only weapon, because he won't give up until he gets
what he wants. Veto replied that Asta's gun was useless and decided to remove all waste before finishing asta. Vato launched an attack on luck, Magna, Kiato, Cajono and Gio, but Vanessa saved them and connected Veto with her magic. Vanessa says she's starting to understand why everyone in the cast likes Asta so much and that
she'll be involved in the fight. Veto got rid of he says the wire won't hold him, and then he shoots at them. Finral disrupted the veto attack, which easily deflected the explosion. Finral comes out and says he's going to participate as long as he thinks he's going to die. A veto tells them that no matter how much they are, they won't scratch it.
Vanessa tells Noel to protect the wounded and says if they're hit by a Veto, they're dead. Finral says everyone is crazy, and Vanessa says she'll reward him by having Finral excited. Vanessa uses her magic to tie Asta's hand to her sword and tells him that he will have to be the one to attack as his attacks will work. Vanessa also tells her
to attack with intent to kill, as she and Firal won't let him die. [4] The struggle began when Asta advanced against Veto, which attacked by firing an explosion. The Finral blasts veto, which deflect the attack and think about how to cut or deform long-form attacks. [5] Veto also thinks how good Finral is and that he will have to destroy them
up close. Asta uses a portal to get behind a Veto that easily notices and will attack. Vanessa used her magic to change the direction of Asta, which shocked Veto. Veto looked up, but Asta jumped through a gate to appear under Veto and struck a blow as he said he would defeat him with his weapon. [6] Asta asked how he liked Veto, to
which Veto replied that it was not bad and attacked. Vanessa saves Asta by pulling him through the gate to them. Vanessa tells Asta to keep it, to which Asta replies that everything is done. Noel is surprised at how good Finral and Vanessa are. Veto thinks the wound is not healed and that Asta's sword is the only thing that can defeat him.
He also thinks about how the real threat is Vanessa and her magic, since she is able to spread her wire everywhere and manipulate everything, and how the wire may not hurt him, but the wire is difficult to detect and he can not cope with asta's movements due to the wire. [8] Veto says teamwork makes him sick and accuses them of not
giving them a little hope. Asta continues to attack by skipping the gates as Veto tries to counter the attack. Vanessa realizes that Veto is slowing down and says she will exceed her limits and increase speed. Asta says she's good and Vanessa wonders why Asta gives her strength and also thinks about how she made the right choice to
leave home and join the Black Bulls. She also thinks about how fate is always in her hands and tells Asta to do what is necessary as she will save him, to which Asta replies that he is in his hands. Finral thinks about how they move. that's why he hates cool people. Then he thinks about his childhood, his brother and why he decided to run
away from everything. He also thinks of Asta as he can't beat his brother, and because he was chosen to be a member of the Black Bulls. He decided he wasn't going to try to be the best and that he was going to make this team the best. He tells Asta to trust him and jump to answer Asta that Finral already has confidence. Asta then
jumps through several portals around Veto, who comments on how, if they make the slightest mistake, they are dead and wonder how long they can last. Finral thinks about how Veto should stop talking and wonders why Asta would trust him and Vanessa. He's also thinking about how he and Vanessa won't betray Asta. Veto commented
on how they should simply despair, to which Asta replied that no one had time for this nonsense while sticking the sword in a Veto. [12] Veto screams and Asta, Firal and Vanessa believe they have won. Veto takes Asta's hands and tells him that his attack is not working and that he only allows Asta to hit him to pull out Asta's gun.
Vanessa and Noel have enjoyed their despair, and Finral, Vanessa and Noel seem panicked. Veto repeats the word despair, but Asta says it's not over yet, shocking Veto, Firal, Vanessa and Noel. Vanessa pulls Asta back without a sword as she thinks about how Asta is not normal and that he will rise to the top in this world of magic. She
also thinks about how they should help Asta and keep fighting while using the wire to keep Asta's hand in place. Vanessa can still fight, and Vanessa thinks about why Asta doesn't have magical powers. She said they would continue to attack, and Finral said they would last as long as necessary. Asta quickly took his second sword and
faced a veto. Veto asks why Asta will not feel desperate, to which Asta replies that there is someone to whom he cannot lose and that his promise will not lose out of despair. [14] Asta continues to jump through portals, and Veto says that they are all insects that need to be crushed and that he can easily follow Asta's movements, but
realizes that he can no longer. Veto realized that the sword in his body weakened the magic that strengthened his body and that he relied on magic to fight all this time. Then he thinks he took Asta's gun, but he pulled out his gun. As he pulled the sword from his body, Veto commented on how impossible it was for him to lose to ordinary
people, and Asta told him that all vetoes were not given to him. Veto tells Asta to shut up and think about there is a thrill in the spine, as its magic armor and absolute confidence have disintegrated. He also thinks of how Asta is not a beast like him, but rather a demon who swallows despair. [16] Veto then screamed Despair and Asta
attacked him, saying that Veto was losing. After the fight, Noel realized veto mana was gone and said they had won. [17] Asta looks at Veto and asks how she likes it now. Vanessa pulls Asta back and hugs him with Finral. Asa says he's done a good job, and Asta says he's being killed. Finral tells Asta that he thinks Asta is crazy to trust
them to the point of being beaten in the pulp. Asta replies that they are the ones Jamy brought into his lineup, so of course he will trust them. Noel tells them they forget someone, and Firal and Vanessa congratulate Noel on what she did. Vanessa says they should celebrate, but they tell her they have to hold a veto. References Edit
Comments Share Despair ─1] Male 1525 (elf body)[2]28 (human body)[3] Virgin 166 cm[2]2 195 cm (elf body)[2]28 (human body)[3] Virgo 166 cm[2]195 cm (elf body)[2]28 (human [3] Virgo 166 cm[2]195 cm (elf body) )[2]28 (human body)[3] Virgo 166 cm[2]1 95 cm (elf body)[2]28 (human body)[3] Virgo 166 cm[2]19]19 5 cm (elf body)[2]
28 (human body)[3] Virgo 166 cm[2]195 cm (elf body)[2]28 (human body)[3] Virgo 166 cm[2] [2] ]195 cm (elf body) )[2]196 cm (human body) Eye of the midnight sun (before) Vetto (4) elf and one of the ten apostles of the Sefira. [5] He reincarnated himself into a man as a member of the third eye of the Midnight Sun. After his defeat in the
temple under water, he was reincarnated into an artificial body. Veto's appearance is a tall and very muscular man with long blonde hair and a red tattoo that moves horizontally on his face under his eyes and on the bridge of his nose. He has a very similar appearance as a beast worthy of his magic. He also has sharp teeth and a blond
beard. When you use your demonic magic, your hair turns white, your ears are sharp, and a third eye opens on your forehead. [7] As a children's elf for centuries, Veto has short curly hair, smaller eyebrows and only a sharp tooth. Veto also did not have the scars on his face or face hair,[8] and as an adult elf, he looks tall, thin, but
muscular adult with white blond light skin, curly white hair, typical of an elf with purple eyes. His artificial body was only matured at the age of 15. His hair is shorter and he no longer has a beard or chest. His ears are directed and the tattoo on his nose extends further down his cheeks and even the eyes. After the abolition of reincarnation,
his tattoos disappear. [1] Six months later, his original tattoo returned. [10] Veto as an adult for centuriesWhat was the veto-in-the-black clover's veto body: Knights Quartet The Personality of the Knights many centuries ago, Veto, as an elf, turns out to be kind, empathizing and makes him love him easily from animals because of his kind
hearts, as observed by Liht. Veto shared a friendship and a very close relationship with Liht and saw him as the embodiment of hope, and when he began to make friends with both Ethia and Lemiel, he was not opposed to and supported their relationship and was very happy to learn that Tedia was pregnant and happily congratulated
both, which means that he also supported their ideals of racial equality , cohabitation and friendship between the people of the kingdom of clover and the tribe of elves. However, this has changed with the Prince's Betrayal, seeing the slaughter of the elf tribe and the despair inflicted on Liht, Veto entered into a deep state of despair and
anger and vowed to cause the same despair to those who betray and kill them, these negative feelings have been further enhanced by the incomplete magic of his incarnation, the VV has now darkened with the pain causing them. , the misery and despair of anyone who provokes and tortures and mutilates them sadly for the sole purpose
of forcing them into a deeper state of despair, as evidenced when he cuts Kahono's throat and rips off Kiao's leg without killing them for destroying them to destroy their dreams. Despite these characteristics, however, he still maintained a strong sense of closeness and closeness to his fellow elves, as evidenced when he expressed
extreme resentment that Liht was wounded and subsequently prioritised his rescue rather than continuing to fight the captains of the Clover Kingdom. As a child, Veto protects a tortured bird. Lycht comes to his aid and gives him hope that one day elves and people will get along. [4] Years later, Veto and some of the other elves enjoyed a
meal the day before Liht's wedding to a human woman. After the wedding, the village was flooded with people. [12] [13] Later, Patoli resurrected a veto in the body of a man and made him one of the third eyes of the Midnight Sun. [14] [15] The third eye appears. Years later, Veto, Rafah and Fana traveled to the caves near Nairn to defend
their leader. Patoli asks for forgiveness from his allies, whom Veto will crush them for hurting their comrades. Patoli portrays the trio as the third eye and says his powers are greater than his. When Finral Rulax called the bluff,[16] Veto proved it by violating jam's catana. [17] The flow of attacks from the third eye forced Jamie to focus on
his team's defence, and with the captain devastated, the trio attacked at the same time. But their attacks are led by the arrival of three captains. [18] He stopped at Jack the Ripper. [19] Distracted, Veto was almost struck by Jack Cutting Magic[20] and was worried when Patolli began to for the sword of Asta has removed the seal. [21] The
part with the third eye of his struggles surrounds and saddles Lihth, crystallizing the magic of light. After that, Rya collects Valtos, and the Eye of the Midnight Sun retreats and warns that they will return and always watch. [22] A veto interrupted the battle of the temple underwater. Days later, on the night of a full moon, Veto defeated 50
Magic Knights in Raqqa alone and then headed to the Underwater Temple with some members of the Eye of the Midnight Sun. When Veto invades the temple, he attacks Gio and arrives in front of luck Voltia and Magna Swing. [24] Gio confronts himself and asks why Veto is here, which Veto says they are there for the magic stone and
will kill everyone here to get it. Veto commanded the members he brought to kill everyone here. When Gio attacks, Veto blocks and counters, easily defeats Gio, and then attacks both luck and tycoon. [25] Veto says he knows that Jami is watching and will make Jamie feel desperate, killing all his companions. [26] Veto then wonders who
his next victim will be when, suddenly, Luck and Magna face a willingness to keep fighting. Veto agitates and says he can't wait until they succumb to despair. [27] When Luck began to win a Veto, Veto struggled with luck and even praise for joining him. [28] When Magna joined and attacked, Veto was hit by one of the attacks, but quickly
caught the luck and threw it at Magna. [29] Veto continued to struggle with luck and the tycoon and even managed to beat luck and tycoon when using Union Magic. Asta won't let Veto kill Luck and Magna. Veto will finish the luck and Magna, but Asta appears with Kiato and blocks the attack. Veto is excited to see Asta and says he will
cause several times the pain Asta has caused Lihth, which Asta responded by attacking Veto with his sword. [30] Veto commented on success and how powerful it is. Asta asks what the magic stones want, and Veto replied that he would not tell them and that he would crush Asta like the last two. Veto then commented on how he planned
to kill everyone in the temple underwater until he found the stone. Asta and Kiato have vetoed it. Veto struggled with Asta and Kiato and even managed to fend them off. Veto commented on how weak they were, to which Asta and Kiato would respond that they would fight hard and blame each other. Veto launches attacks on Asta and
Kiato and easily hits them on a wall. [31] When Asta stood up, Veto continued to fight him and even highlighted Asta's weaknesses. Veto injured Asta and held him in his hand, commenting on how Asta had no chance of winning. When Asta bites his hand and torments something, Veto doesn't understand it. Veto abruptly attacks and
frees Asta, while Noel Silva and Cahono tell what Said. [32] Veto threatens Catano. Veto commented on how he expects Noel and Cajono to entertain him a little. Asta suddenly attacks, but Veto easily throws him away as he tells him to get lost. [33] When Cahono woke up his brother and attacked with him with his vessel of the sea god,
Veto commented on how interesting his magic was. He then easily rips off Kiato's leg, breaks Cajon's throat and even challenges The Monster as a Giffso toy. Vetto chooses Kahono from the hair and asks how to prove despair, but the comments that he does not like the look in his eyes. He decides to rip off his limbs, but Noel tells him to



let go. Veto says the words won't stop him and just stay there and watch. When Noel suddenly releases his mana, Veto wonders where all this mildew comes from. [35] Veto realized what mana was and asked if he was part of the royal family, which she confirmed. When Noel said he was going to make him pay, Veto dumped Cahono
and told him to use all his power to redirect him to her. When Noel fires the Roar of the Sea Dragon, Veto tries to counteract it, but it easily rips her arm off. [36] Veto loses his right hand. Veto screams in pain and remembers when he met Lith and a tragic moment in his life. Veto reveals he has a third eye and thanks him for calling him
here. He releases an eerie mana and uses Demonic Feral magic to rebuild his hand. He then tells Noel to get the taste of his own medicine and fires, powerful enough to go through a few walls, but Asta stands in front of him and spares Noel. When Asta says they haven't given up yet, Veto says they'll find real despair from now on. [37]
Veto had fun with his inspiring mana despair[38] and disputed Asta's claim that the boy could handle it on his own. When Asta replied that not giving up on him was his weapon, not his weakness, Veto laughed and attacked the Black Bulls and fallen priests, but Vanessa Enoteca pulled them to safety and restricted Veto,[39] who easily got
rid of the wires. Then he drops the mana, which Finral Rulax redirects back to Veto. [40] Barren of its growing numbers, Veto welcomed the challenge and another explosion as Asta attacked. After diverting the redirected explosion, Veto realized he would have to take them in hand-to-hand combat. He expects Asta to pass through finral's
gate, but Vanessa rescues the boy with wires, which surprises Veto. Asta is twisted again and appears under Veto, shaving it through the jaw with the demon's accustomed sword. [42] Veto praised Asta before trying to crush him again. [43] He tried to heal his jaw, but the effects of Anti-magic doesn't allow that. He recognizes his
teamwork and the threat from Vanessa's wires and decides to attack them. [44] As the struggle progressed, Veto realized his exhaustion and insults, demanding that they fall into despair. Asta mocks the idea and sticks his sword in Veto's belly. [45] Veto breaks Asta's hands. A veto cries in pain before grabbing Asta's hands with magic
and crushing them. Laughing, Veto reveals that he left to be attacked, avoiding vital signs so he could disarm Asta and force them to feel desperate when his hope was crushed. Veto debuted in desperation, but Asta replied that he had not yet given up, which shocked Veto. After Asta takes away the sword-killer of demons, Veto wants to
know why he doesn't feel desperate, so he replies that he has promised he can't lose his despair. When Asta flies through the air and gates, Veto realizes that he cannot follow his movements as before, and that the sword in him drains his mana, weakens him. Veto removed the sword and declared that he could not lose, but Asta pointed
out that Veto had not won because his opponents had never surrendered. With his defense and confidence shattered, Veto saw Asta as a demon with despair and with a cradle of his sword, Asta smashed a veto on the ground. [47] Defeated without his magic, Veto lay on the ground and remembered his history with Lihth and the elf tribe.
Angry that people had stolen their hope, Veto unleashed a large cloud of mana, planning to self-destruct and destroy the entire underwater temple. [19] Jami arrived and took command of his unit, passing through veto and mana. [50] Pits made a veto monument. Veto mana dissipates when his corpse dissipates and falls to the ground.
After recovering, Ytomi covers veto's carcass with a leaf and makes a small monument. Asta leaves flowers that he finds and wonders if Veto is the most desperate. After returning to the Kingdom of Clover, Jami handed over the corpse to Julius Novachrono, who authorized an autopsy. [53] Veto and Fana are used in artificial objects.
Months later, after Patoli placed the last magic stone in the shirota, Veto and Fana evolved into artificial objects developed by Sally. Heaven congratulates and explains the situation. [54] The dress of Veto and Fana was before they joined the other Apostles of Seppharia at the top of the floating dungeons. They greet Patoli when he
arrives, and with all the assembled apostles, they call upon the Palace of Shadows. Later, Veto and most elves fly through the gate. [56] Veto the Meleolona juice as it progressed with a counterattack. Veto sits and waits for the final magic stone that will arrive when Merolona Vermilion As the two fight, they exchange and enjoy the fight.
[59] Meolona allowed Veto to punch her in the face so she could strike twice as hard, hitting Veto directly into the jaw. [19] Veto becomes unconscious and lies on the ground. Later, Liht used the magic of Vetto to help feed the magic to destroy the demon. [60] The demon survived and flooded the Palace of Shadows with more than his
magic, so Liht and Lemil Silvamillion Clover sent defensive auras to the elves. [18] After the demon is defeated, the magic does not disappear while the protective light decreases. Valtos rescues the elves and the Magic Knights and transports them to the highest chamber. [63] Elves and humans returned to Clover's castle. All the other
elves were exorcised after William Wangans and Liht combined their magic to connect the elves to a giant tree through which Asta sent Anti Magic. Vetoes, Ria and Fana, however, remain attached to their bodies and say goodbye to Liht and the others. [64] Rades Spirito refused to release Patoli and resurrected the elf in Liht's artificial
body. Six months later, Veto, Patoli, Raya and Fana met Noel after Veneika Zogradis was attacked by Venika Zogratis. [10] Feral Magic Power: Veto uses this magical attribute to generate a fra-shaped aura that increases its physical ability. [66] This magical quality seems unique, since Julius Novachrono has never heard of it. [67] Trinity
Sealing Magic Master Fighting Skills Hand in Hand: Veto is highly experienced in hand-to-hand combat, can easily overcome any opponent he encounters. He uses it as a basic fighting style, and also uses his magic along with his hand-to-hand force for the deadliest attacks. [70] [71] Huge speed: Vetto has tremendous speed, as it shows
when overtaking Pits and accompanies Luck Voltia when he uses his Lightning Magic to increase his speed. [73] Veto was so fast that he managed to deviate from the magic of The Mereolona with ease and hit it before he could defend himself. Merlina is surprised by veto's incredible speed. [74] Tremendous strength: Vetto has
tremendous levels of endurance as it avoids being easily hit by the magical combination of Magna Swing and Lucky Voltia. [75] Its iridescent mildew is dense enough to form a barrier around it, protecting it from spells. Even when this barrier is removed by anti magic, it seems completely unscathed from the Attack of Asta. [7] Tremendous
strength: Proof of its great build, Veto is extremely strong, it is shown when it easily chooses a large rock and shoots Asta. [78] He was able to cut off Kiato's leg and Chahano's one stroke. [70] Huge resistance: Veto possesses tremendous levels of endurance, as it shows when he survives as the entire right side of his torso bursts after
taking full force from Noel Silva's attack. [80] A great magical power: As an elf, Veto possessed a tremendous amount of magical power[81] and was declared a greater fighting force than Patoli. He is able to fight on a par with a captain of the Magic Knights, although he abstains strictly, and along with the other third eyes, he claims to
have control of mana and reserves, which are in addition to the captains of the Magic Knights of the Kingdom of clover. [83] Physical strength 5/5 Size of magic 5/5 Magic Control 4/5 Magic Detection 4/5 Intelligence 3/5 Brute Force 5/5 Having been forced to return to some extent, Veto is able to open a third eye on his forehead and take a
shape that resembles the demon that attacked the Kingdom of clover centuries ago. [85] Using this way greatly increases all his abilities and gives him access to unique spells and much more malicious magic. [86] Demonic Feral Magic: After opening his third eye, Veto can use an eerie form of magic with increased abilities. [87] The use
of this magic allows it to heal from impossible patterns, such as hand regeneration, something until the greatest healing magic can not do. [88] It also gave him access to much more powerful spells. [89] The untitled demonic healing magic Unnamed Demonic Attack Reinforced Strength: After opening the third eye, the physical strength of
veto increases dramatically. He was easily released after Vanessa Enoteca tried to keep him with Wire Magic. [90] Improved Resistance: Veto fights asta's Anti Magic sword, and after being beaten on the abdomen, he continues to fight as if nothing had happened. [92] The improved magic power: After the launch, the already immense
magical power of veto increased even more, surpassing even patoli's so-called bottomless magic. [108] He has so much mildew that he is able to protect himself from magical attacks and burn vanessa's magic yarn. [18] Grimoire Equipment: Veto has a grimoire that contains several magical spells based on beasts. After his reincarnation
into an artificial body, Veto received a second grimoire. [17] Fight the events that are celebrated in We Are The Ones Who Really Have Dreams and Connections. The ones you broke. Our golden dreams and bloodline や絆 our best! オマエらが壊した... ⻩⾦の夢と⾎の絆がな...!! Yume kizuna narrab our koso aru... Omae-ra ga-cupisha...
Kogane not yume to chi not kizuna on ...!! 」[98] The initials Curious Veto is the third most muscular character. [10] His favorite things are his elves and exercise. [2] Veto is 59th in the second popularity survey. Veto is veto position in sephirot corresponds to Hod (Majesty). [100] Veto is the second tingest person. References ↑ 1.0 1.1
Black clover Manga and anime — Chapter 51 (pp. 8-9) and Episode 36. Misjudging: Invalid label &lt;ref&gt;; Name 51p8-9 several times with different content ↑ 2.0 2.1 2.2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 Error quoting profile character: Invalid label &lt;ref&gt;; Name v22 set multiple times with content other than citation error: Invalid label &lt;ref&gt;; Name
v22 set multiple times with content other than citation error: Invalid label &lt;ref&gt;; Name v22 set multiple times with content other than citation error: Invalid label &lt;ref&gt;; Name v22 set multiple times with content other than citation error: Invalid label &lt;ref&gt;; Name v22 set multiple times with content other than citation error: Invalid
label &lt;ref&gt;; Name v22 defined several times with different content ↑ 3.0 3.1 3.2 Black clover Official manual — grimom page (p. 83). Misjudging: Invalid label &lt;ref&gt;; Date name multiple times with different content Citation error: Invalid label &lt;ref&gt;; Date name has been defined several times with different content ↑ 4.0 4.1 Black
Clover Manga and Anime — Chapter 72 (pp. 6-7) and Episode 49. Misjudging: Invalid label &lt;ref&gt;; The name child has been defined several times with different content ^ Black Clover Manga — Chapter 182 (pp. 6-7). 1999 Misjudging: Invalid label &lt;ref&gt;; The name c182 has been defined several times with different content ^
Black Clover Manga and Anime — Chapter 68 (p. 12) and Episode 46. 1999 Chapter 214 of 1999 ^ For a while, 10.0 10.1 Black Clover Manga — Chapter 264 (p. 15). Misjudging: Invalid label &lt;ref&gt;; The name c264 has been defined several times with different content ^ Black Clover Manga and Anime — Chapter 134 (pp. 2-4) and
Episode 87. [10-11] 1000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 00:22:22.211-10.11 [19] 10. Black Clover Manga is an anime (10) and episode 46. [19] [19] 1999 [15-17] and episode 36. [10-11] 1000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 00:22:12,119 10-11 and 37 [19]&lt;/ref&gt; &lt;/ref&gt; &lt;/ref&gt; &lt;/ref&gt; &lt;/ref&gt;
&lt;/ref&gt; &lt;/ref&gt; &lt;/ref&gt; &lt;/ref&gt; &lt;/ref&gt; &lt;/ref&gt; &lt;/ref&gt; &lt;/ref&gt;- Episode 37. 1999 [13-16] 13-16. [19] 1999 [189] [19] 1999 13. Black Clover Manga is an anime ( 13) and episode 44. [17-19] [19] 1999 [11-19] and episodes 44-45. [19] 1999 [12-18] 1200 [19] 1999 [19] 1999 [189] [19] 1999 [19] 19. 1. Black Clover
is anime - Chapter 69 (p. 1) and episode 47. 1999 [19] 1999 12) and episode 47. [19] 1999 1999 [19] 19. 1999 [11-18] and episode 49. [19] 1999 [19] 1999 1. Black Clover is anime - Chapter 73 (p. 1) and episode 50. [13-16] 13-16. 1999 1999 [19] 1999 1999 1999 [19] 1999 [19] 1999 [199] ^ Black Clover Manga — Chapter 207 (pp. 9-11).
210. 1999 [19] 1999 [19] 1999 12) and episode 36. [1] 1999 [13-14] and episode 37. 13. Black Clover Manga is anime (13) and episode 45. [19] 1999 [19] 1999 10) and episode 36. [19] 1999 [19] 1999 15 and episode 45. [1] 1999 1999 12. Black Clover Manga is anime (12) and episode 45. [19] 1999 1999 1999 1999 1999 1999 1. Black
Clover is anime - Chapter 69 (p. 1) and episode 47. 12) and episode 46. [12-13] 15. Black Clover Manga is anime (15) and episode 46. 1999 1999 [19] 1999 1999 12) and episode 47. 14) and episode 37. [19] 1999 [12-13] 1999 10, The Kletnik Brigade ^ Black Clover Manga — Chapter 182 (pp. 6-7). Elf tribes spells and abilities
Connected eyes from midnight sun spells and article-related skills, community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. More Black Clover Wiki
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